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The presence of subphases in the spin-density wave~SDW! phase of (TMTSF)2PF6 below T!'4 K has
been suggested by several experiments but the nature of the new phase is still controversial. We have inves-
tigated the temperature dependence of the angular dependence of the magnetoresistance in the SDW phase
which shows different features for temperatures above and belowT!'4 K. For T.4 K the magnetoresis-
tance can be understood in terms of the Landau quantization of the quasiparticle spectrum in a magnetic field,
where the imperfect nesting plays the crucial role. We propose that belowT!'4 K the new unconventional
SDW ~USDW! appears modifying dramatically the quasiparticle spectrum. Unlike conventional SDW the
order parameter of USDW depends on the quasiparticle momentumD1(k)}cos 2bky . The present model
describes many features of the angular dependence of magnetoresistance reasonably well. Therefore, we may
conclude that the subphase in (TMTSF)2PF6 below T!'4 K is described as SDW plus USDW.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.235117 PACS number~s!: 72.15.Gd, 74.70.Kn, 71.70.Di
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I. INTRODUCTION

The very anisotropic organic conductors (TMTSF)2X
~where TMTSF is tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene a
X 5 PF6, AsF6 , ClO4 , . . . stands for monovalent anion! or
Bechgaard salts continue to attract much attention since
discovery of their superconductivity in 1979.1 A variety of
electronic ground states under pressure and/or magn
field, ~conventional! spin density wave~SDW!, field induced
spin density wave with quantum Hall effect and unconve
tional ~most likely p-wave! superconductivity, are very
intriguing.2,3

(TMTSF)2PF6is metallic down toTSDW'12 K, where
the transition into the semiconducting SDW state occurs.
known that SDW in (TMTSF)2PF6 undergoes another tran
sition at T!'TSDW/3 ~at 3.5–4 K at ambient pressure!.4–6

The indication of the subphase transition was first seen
nuclear magnetic resonance,4 where T1

21 diverges and the
spin susceptibility changes atT!. The transition atT! is pre-
served through the entireP–T phase diagram. Furthermor
a calorimetric transition at 3.5 K, with a large hysteretic ph
nomena in the temperature range 2.5–4 K~caused by the
sample history!, has been observed and interpreted as an
dication of a glass transition.6 On the other hand, the low
frequency dielectric relaxation of SDW in (TMTSF)2PF6 did
not show the existence of the glass transition.7 Since then,
the SDW state was widely investigated, but the nature of
possible subphases remains controversial. Our study of
angular dependence of the magnetoresistance~MR! for
Bi„a–b8) plane has shown dramatically different featur
above and belowT!'4 K.8,9 However, taking into accoun
our MR results for temperaturesT>2.2 K, the transition at
T! appears to be unique to (TMTSF)2PF6, as it has not been
0163-1829/2002/65~23!/235117~7!/$20.00 65 2351
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identified for X5AsF6 and ClO4.10 On the other hand, there
are a few reports11,12 indicating similar transition in
(TMTSF)2AsF6, though less pronounced than
(TMTSF)2PF6. Therefore, at this moment, we cannot e
clude the presence of similar transitions in other Bechga
salts.

Recently, we have studied the MR in (TMTSF)2PF6, with
a magnetic field rotated within thea–c* plane, which be-
haves differently for T.4 K and T,4 K at ambient
pressure.13 For T.4 K the magnetoresistance was describ
in terms of the quasiparticles scattered by thek dependent
scattering rate~wherek is the quasiparticle wave vector!. In
other words, we could understand the magnetotranspor
terms of the standard Fermi liquid theory, i.e., by the qua
particles with the energy gap given in the model with imp
fect nesting.14 In spite of the fact that forT,4 K we had to
introduce a rather artificial scattering rateG(f5bky) the
description of the resistance along theb8 axis was not
satisfactory.13

More recently, an unconventional density wave~USDW
and UCWD! was proposed as a possible ground state of
electronic systems in organic conductors and heavy ferm
systems.15–19 Unlike the conventional SDW, the USDW i
defined as the SDW where the order parameterD(k) de-
pends on the quasiparticle momentumk. In spite of a clear
thermodynamic signal~as in the usual mean field-like tran
sition!, the first-order term inD(k), corresponding to loca
charge or local spin, is invisible. Consequently, these sta
may be called the phase with hidden order paramete19

UCWD has been identified very recently, from the tempe
ture dependence of the threshold electric field,20 in the low
temperature phase ofa-(ET)2KHg~SCN)4.21 Similarly, a
©2002 The American Physical Society17-1
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mysterious micromagnetism seen in AF phase of URu2Si2
could also be interpreted in terms of USDW.22

The aim of this work was to see if the presence of p
sible subphases in the SDW below 4 K could be observed in
the temperature dependence of the conductivity and MR
well as in the anisotropy of the MR. In this paper we co
pare the experimental MR data of (TMTSF)2PF6 in the
SDW state, showing the pronounced differences forT
.4 K and T,4 K, with our new theoretical results~pre-
liminary results in Ref. 23!. We propose that the anomaly
T!'4 K in (TMTSF)2PF6 signals the appearance o
USDW. We point out that USDW requires more subtle b
ance between different interaction terms than conventio
SDW,15 and consequently it is perhaps not easily found
other Bechgaard salts.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were done down to 2 K in magnetic
fields up to 5 T and with different directions of the curre
~through the crystal! and different orientations of magnet
field. A rotating sample holder enabled the sample rotat
around a chosen axis over a range of 190°. The single c
tals used all come from the same batch. Theira direction is
the highest conductivity direction, theb8 direction ~with in-
termediate conductivity! is perpendicular toa in the a–b
plane, andc* direction~with the lowest conductivity! is per-
pendicular to thea–b ~and a–b8). The room temperature
conductivity values forsa , sb , andsc are 500, 20, and 1/35
(V cm)21, respectively.

The experimental MR data, that will be analyzed here,
for c* andb8 axes and for different orientations of magne
field. The MR, defined asDr/r05@r(B)2r(0)#/r(0), was
measured in various four probe arrangements on sample
from a long crystal. Moreover, the measurements ofc* axis
MR, for two different magnetic field rotations, were pe
formed on the same sample but which was cut to two pa
In the case ofrb ( j ib8) two pairs of the contacts were place
on the oppositea–c* surfaces while forrc ( j ic!) on the
oppositea–b8 surfaces. We used very slow cooling rat
~about 2–5 K/h! to avoid the appearance of the irreversib
resistance jumps usually encountered forj ia measurements
This was especially important forj ib8 geometry, where ad
ditional care was required to avoid possible mixture ofsb
and sc conductivities.13 This can be described by using th
concept of the equivalent isotropic sample that gives
simple picture of the current distribution in the anisotrop
sample.24 The eligible test for properly measuredb8-axis re-
sistivity is linear temperature dependence at h
temperatures.25 Namely, there is a nonmonotonic temper
ture dependence ofrc in (TMTSF)2PF6 at ambient pressure
going through a well-characterized maximum at 80 K in co
trast to the results forra (}T2) and rb (}T) exhibiting a
monotonous, metallic-like decrease upon lowering tempe
ture.

Figure 1 presents three configurations that will be a
lyzed in this work.~a! Figure 1~a! shows the case when th
current direction is along theb8 axis and the magnetic field i
rotated in thea–c* ( j ib8, Bi„a–c* …) perpendicular to the
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current direction.u is the angle betweenB and thea axis,
i.e., u50 for Bia and u590° for Bic!. ~b! Figure 1~b!
shows the case when the current direction is along thec*
axis and the magnetic field is rotated in theb8–c* plane
( j ic!, Bi„b8–c* …). u is the angle betweenB and theb8 axis,
i.e., u50 for Bib8and u590° for Bic!. ~c! Figure 1~c!
shows the case when the current direction is along thec*
axis and the magnetic field is rotated in thea–b8 plane (j ic!,
Bi„a–b8…) perpendicular to the current direction.u is the
angle betweenB and theb8 axis, i.e.,u50 for Bib8and u
590° for Bia.

III. MODEL, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

A. Quasiparticle spectrum aboveT!É4 K

We limit ourselves to thec* axis magnetoresistance, i.e
to the caseB when the currentj direction is along thec*
axis, the magnetic field is rotated in theb8–c* plane with
u5\(b8,B). We leave a detailed analysis for another c
rent directions and magnetic field orientations above 4 K
a future publication.

The Landau quantization of the quasiparticle spectrum
pears to describe very well the observed results. In the li
of perfect nesting all the electron orbits are open and th
will be no Landau quantization. On the other hand, in t
presence of the imperfect nesting14 as in (TMTSF)2PF6 , the
quasiparticle energy landscape develops local minima akz
56kF , ky56p/2b. In other words, closed orbits appe
and they will be quantized in the presence of a magn
field.

For T.4 K the quasiparticle energy is given by:13

Ek5Ah21D22«0 cos 2bky

'D2«01
1

2D
h212«0b2ky

2 , ~1!

whereh5@va
2(kx2kF)21vc

2kz
2#1/2 is the quasiparticle energ

in the normal state (va andvc are Fermi velocities in thea
andc* direction, respectively!, D ('34 K) is the order pa-
rameter for conventional SDW and«0 ('13 K) is the pa-
rameter characterizing the imperfect nesting effect.13 The
quasiparticle energy is expanded for small (kx2kF)2 andky

2 .
In a presence of a magnetic field within theb8–c* plane,
with u being the angle between the magnetic fieldB and the
b8 axis, the minimum energy~i.e., the energy gap! in Eq. ~1!
is given by

FIG. 1. Three configurations~casesA, B, andC! of the current
j and magnetic fieldB direction.~See the text for a detailed expla
nation.!
7-2
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E~B,u!'D2«01A«0

D
vabeBAsin2u1g2 cos2u, ~2!

with g25(1/«0D)(vc/2b)2. For B50 the resistance is give
asrzz(T,0)}exp@bE(0,u)#, whereas forBÞ0 we have

rzz~T,B!}BAsin2u1g2 cos2uebE(B,u). ~3!

First, we note that the energy gap is given in the both lim
(B50 andBÞ0) by Eq.~2!. Second, forvct.1, wherevc
is the cyclotron frequency andt is the scattering rate
rzz(T,B) contains aB linear coefficient. So, we may inter
polate these expressions as

rzz~B,T!'eb(D2«0)(11A2BAsin2u1g2 cos2u)

3~11C2BAsin2u1g2 cos2u!, ~4!

with A25(«0 /D)1/2vabe/(D2«0).
We shall now compare our experimental data with

above equations. The magnetic field dependence of MR
j ic!, Bib8, andBic! at 4.2 K is presented in Fig. 2. Figure
shows the angular dependence of MR forj ic!, B55 T at
4.2 K and 2.2 K.u is the angle betweenB and theb8 axis
~see Fig. 1, caseB!. Solid line is the fit based on Eq.~4!. The
change in the angular dependence of MR forT.4 K and
T,4 K is clearly seen~the case forT52.2 K will be
treated in Sec. III B!. It is evident that the present mod
describes rather well the data, with both the field and ang
dependence of MR, atT54.2 K and B55 T giving (D
2«0)521 K, A250.014 T21, C250.38 T21, and g2
50.85. These values enable us to extract thea axis coher-
ence lengthja5va /D51.231026 cm and vc /va57.33
31022 ~we used here flux quantump/e5F052.07
310211 T cm2). Both ja and vc /va thus deduced are con
sistent with the ones deduced from the anisotropy in
resistivity.2

FIG. 2. Magnetic field dependence ofDr/r0 at 4.2 K for j ic!,
Bib8 andBic!. Solid lines are fits to the theory~see the text!.
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B. Quasiparticle spectrum belowT!É4 K

We start by proposing that the anomaly atT!'4 K in
(TMTSF)2PF6 signals the appearance of USDW with th
momentum dependent order parameterD1(k)5D1 cos 2f,
wheref5bk2 with wave vectorQ5(2kF ,p/2b,0). In other
words, belowT! two order parameters~SDW and USDW!
coexist. In this case the quasiparticle spectrum changes f
Eq. ~1! to:

Ek5A~Ah21D22«0 cos 2bky!21D1
2 cos2 2f

5A~h21D2!
D1

2

D1
21«0

2
1~D1

21«0
2!~cos2 2f2cos2 2f0!2

~5!

'AD̃21 ṽa
2~kx2kF!21 ṽc

2kz
214~D1

21«0
2!b2ky

2, ~6!

where D̃25DD1(D1
21«0

2)21/2, ṽa5vaD1(D1
21«0

2)21/2, and

ṽc5vcD1(D1
21«0

2)21/2. We have not included a constan
shift in ky andkz , since they are of no importance when o
considers the effect of the magnetic field. In the absence
the magnetic field, the effect ofD1 ~or USDW! is to change
the minimum energy gap fromEmin5D2«0 (T.4 K) to
Emin5D̃ (T,4 K). As we shall see later, the introduction o
the magnetic field changes dramatically the minimum ene
gap Emin . Such a dramatic shift inEmin in USDW and
UCDW in a magnetic field has already been discussed
Ref. 26 and 16.

We shall see in the following that the field and the ang
dependent quasiparticle spectrum describes the angle de
dent MR observed in (TMTSF)2PF6 below T!'4 K rather
satisfactory. The quasiparticle energy gap in the absenc
magnetic field is given by Eqs.~5! and ~6!. Due to the qua-
dratic form in k in the square root, we expect the Land

FIG. 3. Angular dependence ofDr/r0 at 2.2 and 4.2 K,B
55 T, for j ic!, B in b8–c* plane. Solid lines are fits to the theor
~see the text!.
7-3
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quantization in the presence of magnetic field. Let us c
sider three cases~Fig. 1! separately.

1. CaseA: j ib8, Bi„a– c* …, uÄ\„a,B…

We can recast Eq.~6! as an eigenvalue problem:

E2~B,u!c5F D̃21 ṽa
2~eBycosu!21 ṽc

2~eBysinu!2

2~2b!2~D1
21«0

2!
d2

dy2Gc, ~7!

wherec is the electron wave function. This gives readily f
the quasiparticle energy corresponding to thenth Landau
level:

En
2~B,u!5D̃212ṽaD1eB~sin2u1g1 cos2u!1/2~2n11!

~8!

(n50,1,2. . . ). From this we obtain the minimum energ
gapEmin :

Emin~B,u!5D̃A11A1uBu~sin2u1g1 cos2u!1/2,

A15
2ṽaD1

D̃2
be, g15S ṽc

ṽa
D 2

;1023. ~9!

In this configurationg1 is clearly negligible. By approximat
ing the cyclotron frequency as

E1~B,u!2E0~B,u!5D̃~A113A1uB sinuu

2A11A1uB sinuu!'D̃A1uB sinuu,

~10!

and noting the fact that in the presence of magnetic field

syy'
uB sinuuexp@2bDA11A1uB sinuu#

11C8~B sinu!2
,

we finally obtain the interpolation formula:

ryy'exp~bD̃A11A1uB sinuu!~11C1A1uB sinuu!,
~11!

whereC15(D̃/G)2 andG is the quasiparticle relaxation rat
~note thatG is k-independent!.

The comparison of Eq.~11! ~with u5p/2) with the ex-
perimental data is given in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows
results of the magnetic field dependence of the MR at 2.
for j ib8 and Bic!. The inset shows the temperature depe
dence of the MR forB55 T in the same geometry. Th
solid lines show the fit to the theoretical model explain
previously. Figure 5 shows the angular dependence of
for j ib8 and B55 T at 2.2 K ~see Fig. 1, caseA!. The
dashed line shows the results at 4.2 K. The solid line is
based on Eq.~11!. Further, the 1/T dependent magnetoresi
tance is compared in the inset of Fig. 4. By fitting the d
we can deduceD̃520 K, A150.027 T21, which gives
23511
-

e
K
-

R

t

a

D1 /D50.568 ~where we tookb50.77 nm andja5 ṽa /D̃
5120 Å). We obtain the USDW order parameterD1
'20 K. These numbers look rather reasonable. So, in
geometry, the present model describes the experimental
reported in Ref. 13 rather well.

2. CaseB: j ic!, Bi„b8– c* …, uÄ\„b8,B…

In this configuration the eigenequation is rewritten as

FIG. 4. Magnetic field dependence ofDr/r0 at 2.2 K for j ib8
and Bic!. Inset:R vs inverse temperature forB50, 2 T, and 5 T.
Solid lines are fits to the theory~see the text!.

FIG. 5. Angular dependence ofDr/r0 at 2.2 and 4.2 K,
B55 T, for j ib8, B in a–c* plane. Solid line is fit to the theory
~see text!.
7-4
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E2~B,u!c5F D̃22 ṽa
2 d2

dy2
1 ṽc

2~eBxcosu!2

1~2b!2~D1
21«0

2!~eBxsinu!2Gc, ~12!

which is solved as

En
2~B,u!5D̃212ṽaD1eB~sin2u1g2 cos2 u!1/2~2n11!,

~13!

(n50,1,2,. . . ). Therefore, the minimum energy gapEmin is

Emin~B,u!5D̃A11A2uBu~sin2u1g2 cos2u!1/2,

A25
2ṽaD1

D̃2
be, g25

ṽc
2

~2b!2~D1
21«0

2!
. ~14!

The magnetoresistance along thec* axis is given by

rzz'exp@bD̃A11A2uBu~sin2u1g2 cos2 u!1/2#

3~11C2A2uBuAsin2u1g2 cos2u!. ~15!

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the r
tance forj ic! (B50, B55 T) and for two different mag-
netic field orientationsBib8 andBic!. The difference inR vs
10/T behavior below'4 K for two magnetic field orienta-
tions is clearly observed. The magnetic field dependenc
magnetoresistance forj ic! andBic! at 2.2 K is presented in
Fig. 7. As mentioned before, Fig. 3 shows also the ang
dependence of magnetoresistance forj ic!, B55 T at 2.2 K
~see Fig. 1, caseB!. Solid line ~in both Figs. 3 and 7! is fit
based on the Eq.~15!. The present expression is comparab
with both the B dependence of magnetoresistance foru
5p/2 and theu dependent magnetoresistance atT52.2 K

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistanceR for j ic!,
B50 and B55 T ~for two different magnetic field orientation
Bib8 andBic!).
23511
is-
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and B55 T. Again, the present model describes the d
rather well. In the present comparison we deduceA2
50.001 34 T215A1/20.2, C250.5192 T215C1/20.2, and
g250.060 which givesD̃520 K andvc /va50.02. On the
other hand, we obtainD1 /D50.0284, which givesD1
'1 K. This implies the USDW order parameter in th
present configuration is reduced by a factor of 1/20 co
pared with the one in the first configuration. This result
rather unexpected, but we hope the future work will clar
this problem.

3. CaseC: j ic!, Bi„a– b8…, uÄ\„b8,B…

In this configuration the eigenequation is rewritten as

E2~B,u!c5F D̃22 ṽc
2 d2

dz2
1 ṽa

2~eBzsinu!2

1~2b!2~D1
21«0

2!~eBzcosu!2Gc, ~16!

FIG. 8. Magnetic field dependence ofDr/r0 at 2.2 K for j ic!

andBia. Solid line is fit to the theory~see the text!.

FIG. 7. Magnetic field dependence ofDr/r0 at 2.2 K for j ic!

andBic!. Solid line is fit to the theory~see the text!.
7-5
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which gives

En
2~B,u!5D̃212ṽcṽaeB~sin2u1g3 cos2u!1/2~2n11!,

~17!

(n50,1,2, . . . ). For theminimum energy gapEmin we ob-
tain

Emin~B,u!5D̃A11A3uBu~sin2u1g3 cos2u!1/2,

A35
ṽaṽce

D̃2
be, g35

~2b!2~D1
21«0

2!

ṽa
2

. ~18!

It follows that the magnetoresistance along thec* is given by

rzz'exp@bD̃A11A3uBu~sin2u1g3 cos2u!1/2#

3~11C3A3uBuAsin2u1g3 cos2u!. ~19!

Figure 8 presents the magnetic field dependence of
for j ic! and Bia at 2.2 K, while Fig. 9 shows the angula
dependence of magnetoresistance forj ic!, B55 T at 2.2 K
~see Fig. 1, caseC!. We point out that there is a maxima i
MR for Bia at 2.2 K, while there is a minima in MR forBia
at 4.2 K~dashed line Fig. 9!. This kind of behavior cannot be
described in terms of conventional SDW where the imperf
nesting plays the crucial role. Namely, in that case we exp
maxima in MR forBib8. This big change in MR anisotropy

FIG. 9. Angular dependence ofDr/r0 at 2.2 and 4.2 K,B
55 T, for j ic!, B in a–b8 plane. Solid line is fit to the theory~see
text!.
y

s

, W

2351
R

ct
ct

may be described within our new theoretical model. We sh
now compare our experimental data at 2.2 K with the E
~19!. The solid line is fit based on the theory that describ
the data on Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 at 2.2 K very well. We dedu
A350.0165 T21, C3'0, andg350.154. FromA3 we ob-
tain:

ṽaṽc

D̃2
5jajc51.087310213 cm2

and assumingjc /ja51/13.6 we obtainja51.231026 cm,
which is quite reasonable.2 On the other hand,g350.154
givesD1 /D51.75 that is too large, at least by a factor of
giving D1'60 K.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed that the phase transition atT!'4 K in
(TMTSF)2PF6 is due to the appearance of the USDW
addition to the already existing SDW. As we have shown,
quasiparticle spectrum in SDW with imperfect nesting and
USDW in a magnetic field is, due to the Landau quanti
tion, very different from the one forB50. The appearance o
USDW order parameter modifies the quasiparticle spectr
This change is readily accessible to both the magnetore
tance and the angular dependence of the magnetoresist
Indeed, USDW describes the dramatic change in the ma
toresistance belowT!'4 K. Furthermore, from the angula
dependence of the magnetoresistance we can deduce th
rametersD̃520 K, va /D5ja51.231026 cm, andvc /va
57.3331022, which are consistent with the previous
known values. However, the new order parameterD1, asso-
ciated with USDW, appears to behave somewhat unexp
edly ~as the deduced values giveD1520, 1, and 60 K forB
in thea–c* plane, in theb8–c* plane, and in thea–b8 plane,
respectively!. The reason for differences ofD1 is unclear at
present. We note, however, that in contrast to our ear
analysis,13 here we have taken into account the Landau qu
tization of the quasiparticle spectrum, but we have cons
ered thek-independence of the scattering rate. We can o
suppose, that in addition to the Landau quantization the
clusion of thek-dependentG would solve thisD1 discrep-
ancy.
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